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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Microsoft makes a very aggressive move into the enterprise search market by introducing the free 
download of Microsoft Search Server Express 2008 (MSSE), which is sure to disrupt the already 
confusing search space. Though free, MSSE has a substantial set of capabilities, most notably its 
connectivity to many intranet- and Internet-based resources, including Microsoft Exchange, IBM’s 
Lotus Notes, Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007, and even EMC’s Documentum and IBM’s FileNet 
enterprise content management systems. MSSE trumps Google’s search appliances by offering a stronger 
set of administration, reporting, and connectivity features, and it can be upgraded to the Microsoft 
Search Server 2008 (MSS) licensed version that enables multiserver scalability and high availability. 
Businesses looking at any enterprise or workgroup search deployment should take note: Microsoft has 
dealt itself in to the search game and with MSSE is placing good-sized bets that it will build even more 
momentum in its SharePoint workplace strategy.

MICROSOFT SEARCH SERVER 2008 RAISES THE BAR AND FREES UP SEARCH 

This week, Microsoft made its latest move into the enterprise search platforms market with two strategic 
products: Microsoft Search Server Express 2008 and Microsoft Search Server 2008. These products 
deliver a solid set of features that reset the feature/price/ease-of-use equation for entry-level and midtier 
enterprise search. The release candidate of MSSE is available as a free download now, and the final 
version is expected in mid-Q1 2008, also as a free download.

· MSSE is a capable product for a wide range of deployments. MSSE is a good fit when you need a 
simple, drop-in search solution. Microsoft’s claim that MSSE is enterprise-capable for businesses of 
all sizes depends on your definition of “enterprise-capable.” It does not have a rich feature set — like 
clustering, faceted navigation, and structured data indexing capabilities — compared with products 
from Autonomy, Endeca, FAST, or Vivisimo. Nor does it pack the query or indexing speed scalability, 
tuning, and performance punch that those products have, either. Microsoft has not published firm 
numbers, but the Express version is expected to support a whopping 400,000 to 500,000 documents 
on a 3 GHz-processor server with 4 GB of RAM, putting this freely downloadable product on par 
with Google’s $30,000 Search Appliance. If more capacity is needed, MSSE’s embedded SQL Express 
can be swapped with SQL Server on the same server or on a separate server, boosting capacity to 
millions of documents. Microsoft does not burn in a preset document count limit like Google Mini 
(300,000 docs) or Google Search Appliance (30 million docs).
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·  Upgrading to MSS provides multiserver scalability. The Express version of MSS gets the 
user up and running with no license fees, and an upgrade to the full MSS enables a multiserver 
implementation for greater performance. The indexing and query components in MSS can be 
split onto separate servers, or they can be combined on multiple servers to provide redundancy. 
Consider MSS when you have a need for load balancing and higher availability, too.

· MSSE gets you searching — and getting results — in minutes, not days or weeks. The 
Microsoft product team put a significant effort into making MSSE an easy to deploy and support 
search “experience” This experience includes an installation in less than 30 minutes and the 
ability to be indexing and searching in less than an hour. Administration, server status, and 
reporting tools are tied together in a unified dashboard-like interface, with links to common 
tasks and wizards framing the center status screen. Many installations will not require a call to 
your IT department, but configuring some sources and indexing connectors in more complex 
environments probably will.

UNPRECEDENTED CONNECTIVITY AND FEDERATION WITHOUT ADDED LICENSE FEES

MSSE and MSS address some of the big gaps in MOSS 2007’s connectivity issues by including free 
downloadable connectors to IBM’s FileNet and EMC’s Documentum. From competing search 
providers, connections like these can cost in the five figures. Forrester is pleased to see Microsoft 
supporting these connections itself, rather than relying on third parties. However, buyers should 
study their connectivity requirements carefully. Depending on the complexity of document 
metadata models, workflows, and security in products like FileNet and Documentum, buyers may 
find that they need to extend these base connectors provided by Microsoft.

Both products also include connectors for SharePoint sites, Web sites, file shares, Exchange public 
folders, and Lotus Notes systems, enabling them to provide a unified result set across multiple 
Microsoft and non-Microsoft repositories. Search federation extends the query to indexes outside of 
MSSE and MSS, drawing information from internal business systems and Internet Web sites into the 
same search experience. Among other things, buyers can now:

· Extend connectivity across multiple content silos. Microsoft is making a strong play to 
attract clients needing a simple way to deliver as much useful unstructured information to the 
information worker. By including secure connections to document management repositories 
with the mix of other intranet-based information, MSSE and MSS give departments and project 
teams search tools that had only been found in high-end corporate search solutions from top-
tier, pure-play vendors.

· Federate searches across external sources using the OpenSearch standard. MSS and MSSE 
both support querying and displaying results from any sources that support the OpenSearch 
standard. OpenSearch is based on the Atom Web feed standard, which is similar to RSS, 
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providing near-live syndicated content from Web sites. MSS/MSSE can construct OpenSearch-
compatible query requests and incorporate the responses into the results display in real time. 
This enables any site that provides Atom, RSS, or XML syndication or OpenSearch to enhance 
results pages. For example, a page that displays client info from a CRM system could also 
display the latest news articles or financial data from the Internet alongside the contact details. 
Microsoft has also set up a Connector Gallery where clients can download free connectors 
to Wikipedia, YouTube, BusinessWeek, Microsoft Live, and other OpenSearch-compatible 
providers.

· Leverage partners to flesh out federation and to assist with services. The Microsoft partner 
networks are building additional federation search connections to many other systems, such 
as Business Objects, Cognos, FAST, OpenText, SAS, and Symantec — each supported through 
OpenSearch. Microsoft provides application programming interfaces for partners (and ambitious 
customers) to connect to other enterprise repositories and line-of-business customer relationship 
management, enterprise resource planning, and business intelligence tools. MSS and MSSE clients 
who need help or customization can draw from a network of certified partners.

· Intelligently connect queries to federation sources. While search federation offers the worker 
many more resources to search, it can quickly overwhelm the screen with less contextually 
relevant information. A traditional way to combat this is to create task-specific search interfaces 
that search only the resources with information related to the task. With MSS/MSSE, Microsoft 
has added a useful twist to this — federated sources can be included or excluded based on the 
terms the user searches. For example, a phone number’s format can be recognized and trigger 
the display of names and addresses from a contact database.

WEB-BASED ADMINISTRATION TOOLS MATCH CAPABILITIES FROM COMPETITORS

To build on Microsoft’s goal of making search simple, both versions of Microsoft Search Server 
include a solid set of configuration, administration, and reporting tools in a unified Web interface 
that rivals or exceeds the offerings from other vendors. The administrator’s home page is a 
dashboard-like view of the current status of the system, showing current indexing processes and 
basic search statistics.

· Choice and setup of searchable sources is on par with other products. MSS/MSSE has a 
similar configuration environment to other vendors like Coveo, InQuira, Vivisimo, and to some 
degree Google Search Appliance. And it’s got a polished feel in some key areas. The setup of 
crawling and indexing Web sites, file shares, SharePoint sites, and Exchange public folders is 
as expected. For convenience, sources can be grouped together by type or by crawl schedule to 
ease managing similar properties. MSS/MSSE provides a good balance of flexibility in setting 
up Web crawls without diving into all the complexities that require a call to the IT department 
to comprehend. A three-level ranking system allows results from selected sources to be deemed 
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more authoritative than others, and another setting allows selected sites to be demoted within 
the results. This guides users to high-value sources and makes them aware of useful, though 
perhaps less genuine, sources.

· MSS/MSSE benefits from the SharePoint framework. Administrators and users familiar 
with SharePoint will immediately recognize that the MSSE/MSS user interface is built upon 
the Windows SharePoint Services user interface (UI) stack. When MSS/MSSE is installed, it 
includes a special SharePoint instance. Methods for customizing the UI with Web parts and 
.NET components will be easy for SharePoint users, reducing the need for specialized XML/
XSLT and/or programming skills for customizing the search front end. Partners that build 
SharePoint extensions will be right at home customizing MSS/MSSE. The uninitiated will find 
it more complicated to extend the UI with AJAX as compared with the more Web-developer-
oriented customization environment that Google Search Appliance 5.0 is built on.

·  A single installation of MSS/MSSE supports multiple search views, called “Search Centers.” 
The Search Center template enables administrators to set up and copy the user interface to 
address the needs of different searcher roles. Each Search Center can have its own set of sources 
to be searched, its own unique keywords embedded in the query, and its own look and feel. 
The selection of the user’s Search Center can be determined by the user’s inbound URL so that 
workers in certain locations, departments, or who speak a different language will search within 
an environment tailored for their specific roles.

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

EVALUATE MICROSOFT SEARCH SERVER FOR MASS-MARKET SEARCH NEEDS

This is no “me too” search product. Microsoft has squarely countered the feature set of the 
competition, namely Coveo, Google Search Appliance, IBM’s OmniFind Yahoo! Edition, 
Thunderstone, and other enterprise search products with a very capable offering. With its easy 
installation, extensive Web-based administration and reports, search federation, connectors for 
Documentum and FileNet, and a strong partner network, MSSE is worth a serious look. The fact 
that MSSE is offered as a free download makes it a no-brainer to consider if you need an entry-
level or midtier search solution for a department or a project.

· MSS is not a top-tier enterprise class search solution, though. The top-tier vendors 
Autonomy, Endeca, and FAST offer much more scalability, performance, capability, and 
customization. If you have those products or you’re considering adding MSS to your 
shopping list, evaluate your business requirements carefully. Perhaps MSS’ greatest 
shortcoming is its lack of native connectivity to ODBC data sources — something that 
requires either an inferior federation approach or an upgrade to Microsoft’s full Microsoft 
Office SharePoint Server (MOSS) 2007 Enterprise CAL — a big pill to swallow. The product 
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also relies on third parties for knowledge engineering tools — like taxonomy management — 
and more advanced conceptual search capabilities. But then again, there is an order of 
magnitude difference in price between MSS and those high-end search products. There is 
also a substantial difference in the resource commitment between their implementations. 

· Consider MSSE or MSS as a step towards a larger, longer-term search rollout. If your 
organization has identified a search need but has hesitated because of the resources, time, 
and effort required to do a full business analysis and ROI to get it rolling, consider a smaller-
scoped implementation of MSSE to test the waters. Pick a project or some small segment of 
your business, define some basic search needs — collections to be searched and a simplified 
layout of the expected results — and try out MSSE. Deploy it to a small representative set of 
workers and get some feedback. If it’s favorable, you can expand its scope and its exposure 
within your business. Ultimately you may outgrow MSSE and even MSS, but you will have 
some basic guidance and momentum to build out a broader enterprise search strategy.1

· MSSE and MSS are an on-ramp to the MOSS 2007 collaboration environment. It is 
not surprising that Microsoft is giving away a solid search product to woo users into the 
SharePoint fold. SharePoint’s market share is strong, but has been criticized by having a weak 
search and connectivity solution out of the box. Though the guts of MSSE and MSS were 
borrowed from SharePoint, MSSE and MSS have a much stronger federation and connector 
strategy and a more unified search administration interface than MOSS 2007. MOSS will gain 
those MSS capabilities in an update planned in the first half of 2008. 

W H A T  I T  M E A N S

MICROSOFT WILL DISRUPT THE SEARCH MARKET ON SEVERAL FRONTS

Microsoft’s aggressive entry into the search market will have a significant impact on competitive 
dynamics in the industry. At the entry level, Microsoft is changing pricing dynamics by removing 
document capacity as a consideration. And the full version of Microsoft Search Server is likely 
to disrupt the business of even some high-end providers, given its connectivity to enterprise 
content management repositories from EMC and IBM. Not to mention, it’s offering strong, unified 
administration tools and powerful SharePoint infrastructure for easily building out search-based 
applications using widely available skills like .NET development. These products’ dependence on 
a relational database and the scalability constraints that imposes may keep Microsoft out of the 
most demanding search scenarios. But MSS and MSSE are highly relevant for mass-market search 
needs. Interestingly, Microsoft doesn’t seem to care whether it makes a dime on these products.

ENDNOTES
1 If your search pilot project grows into an enterprise-level implementation, look to Forrester for guidance 

around how to use search in your organization. See the September 24, 2007, “How To Be A Hero: Develop 
An Enterprise Search Strategy” report. 
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